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The perfect duo
A playful arrangement of warm and cool: ruby red and graphite grey, the new cosy pair of
colours in Nimbus's Roxxane Leggera CL range, bring vitality, light and colour to interiors.

When light is produced without a cable and is independent of power sources, it opens up
opportunities for creative freedom and gives interior fittings an inspiring impulse. The Nimbus
Group's range of cableless luminaires creates a thousand and one possibilities for placing the
desired light source in a favourite spot and, for example, enjoying the pleasant lighting
atmosphere in a reading niche, in the bath tub, while cooking or out on the sun-warmed
terrace.
The two "new guys": strong contrast in ruby red and graphite grey
Two "new guys" recently joined the ranks: the slim-line duo Roxxane Leggera CL in ruby red
and graphite grey. Together they form a cosy pair of colours: not run-of-the-mill, compelling
yet harmonious. The user simply picks them up by the discreet handle and places them
wherever they are needed. Close together, at a distance or totally separate. Whatever suits
any particular moment best. Or they can even be taken outdoors when the weather is fine.
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Light and colour for lively rooms
Interior design frequently works with contrasts to lend rooms an air of liveliness and balance:
starkly contrasting black and white, hard and soft materials such as wood and concrete or
subdued and bright colours play with one another, whereby no other colour has such a
sensuous, warm and energy-laden impact as red. Ruby red has a strong yet warm charisma. In
the words of the in-house design team: “To balance this effect, we have a placed a powerful
and yet discreet graphite grey by its side, which lends the duo a dignified and clean look.
Together they add a special touch to fittings and furniture – well dosed red surprises the eye
and gives warmth; cool grey has a distinguished look and is currently en vogue as THE
colourfor furniture and kitchens. The perfect mixture of a bold statement colour and cosy
elegance for every ambience." The design team comprises several members and, in
collaboration with Häfele, develops innovative light solutions at the location in Stuttgart,
focusing on holistic room and lighting design.
Incidentally, Roxxane Leggera CL is extremely light and delightful to handle. Should the light
go out after many hours of use, it can be docked onto its charging station in a simple plugand-play operation and, within just a short time, is ready to deliver its powerful light again.
Stuttgart, June 2021
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1 Two new guys recently joined the ranks: the slim-line duo Roxxane Leggera CL in ruby red and graphite grey. Together they form a cosy pair of
colours and can run on their batteries for many hours without having to rely on a power source. Photo: Jürgen Pollak
2 The user simply picks up the Roxxane Leggera CL by the discreet handle and places it wherever it is needed. Two models can be placed close to
one another, like the ruby red and graphite grey versions shown here. Photo: Jürgen Pollak
3 Well dosed red exudes warmth, cool grey has a distinguished look. As a pair, the two cableless Roxxane Leggera CL luminaires in ruby red and
graphite grey bring exclusive highlights to interiors. They make an impact as a pair – as does each one in its own right. Photo: Jürgen Pollak
4 Roxxane Leggera CL is extremely light and delightful to handle. Should the light go out after many hours of use, it can be docked onto its
charging station in a simple plug-and-play operation. Within just a short time it is ready to deliver its powerful light again. Photo: Frank Ockert
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5 Playing games outdoors. With the new pair of Roxxane Leggera CL luminaires in ruby red and graphite grey, you can finish your game even
after darkness falls. Photo: Jürgen Pollak
6 Acts as a mini-floodlight on the ramp! Another use of the cableless Roxxane Leggera CL made possible by its manoeuvrable head. This new pair
of luminaires in ruby red and graphite grey provides the inspiration for both indoor and outdoor lighting scenarios. Photo: Jürgen Pollak.
7 The view over Stuttgart from the surrounding hills is so fantastic that it makes you want to stay outside, read a book and enjoy the view even
after darkness falls. The cableless Roxxane Leggera CL – here in its new shade of ruby red – is a pleasant companion. Photo: Jürgen Pollak
8 It may still be an unusual sight, bit anyone who owns a cableless Roxxane Leggera CL can enjoy a pleasant reading light on mild summer nights,
even if they are a little way from home. Photo: Jürgen Pollak
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9 Roxxane Leggera CL in the new shade of ruby red. When the weather is dry, the luminaire sometimes likes to go outside. Photo: Jürgen Pollak
10 Light for favourite places: Roxxane Leggera CL is light; it can be picked up by the handle and taken outside. The cableless luminaire from
Nimbus has a lot of aficionados, and they can now enjoy the new colours of ruby red and graphite grey. Photo: Jürgen Pollak
11 The new ruby red cableless Roxxane Leggera CL from Nimbus is discreet yet powerful. The design is minimalistic but has a lot to offer:
magnetic docking onto the charging puck, a handle for carrying and a rotating, flexible head. When outdoors it likes to stay dry! Photo: Jürgen
Pollak
12 Ruby red, a powerful yet warm colour shade that enriches interiors. The Roxxane Leggera CL cableless floor-standing and reading luminaire
from Nimbus is provided in this new colour shade together with a version in graphite grey. Photo: Frank Ockert
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13 The cableless Roxxane Leggera CL floor-standing and reading luminaire from Nimbus is minimalistic and innovative; it recently also became
available in graphite grey. Photo: Frank Ockert
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About the Nimbus Group
With its Nimbus Lighting and Rossoacoustic brands, the Nimbus Group belongs to the Häfele
Group under the management of Sibylle Thierer, Jörg Schmid and Dietrich F. Brennenstuhl. The
Nimbus Group's focus is on design innovation, room and furniture lighting, and integrated
light-acoustics solutions. The Nimbus Group is located in Stuttgart and employs a staff of
111.
www.nimbus-group.com
About Häfele
Häfele is an internationally operating company headquartered in Nagold, Germany. The family
firm was founded in 1923 and today provides furniture fittings, architectural hardware,
electronic access control systems and LED light to the furniture industry, architects, planners,
carpenters, cabinet makers and dealers in over 150 countries around the world. Häfele
develops and manufactures in Germany and Hungary. With its 8,000 employees, 38
subsidiaries and numerous dealerships, the Häfele Group achieved a turnover of 1.39 billion
euros worldwide in fiscal year 2010 with exports accounting for 79% of sales.
https://www.haefele.de
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